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Section I. Issues.
The Station Has Identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this 
quarter:

A. Sebastian Gorka
 
B. Larry Elder

C.  Mike Gallagher

D.  Dennis Prager



Section II. Responsive Programs
The Station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues. 
Programming dealing with each issue is set out below.

A. GORKA

7/4 - Hour 1: Sebastian talks to Professor Victor Davis Hanson about the full extent of the 
surveillance scandal against the Trump campaign by the Obama Administration

7/24 - Hour 1: Sebastian responds to the disastrous performance by Robert Mueller on Capitol Hill, 
then spends the whole hour breaking down the hearings with The Daily Wire's Michael Knowles

8/4 - Hour 1: Sebastian is joined in-studio by Buck Sexton to discuss the latest developments of the 
Jeffrey Epstein death, and how George Orwell predicted the rise of the Left's totalitarianism



Section II. Responsive Programs
The Station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues. 
Programming dealing with each issue is set out below.

B. ELDER

9/12 - Hour 1: MSNBC predicted a win in the North Carolina Special Election. Whoops! Larry plays 
you his chat with Leonard from yesterday on race relations, Obama, and more

8/27 - Hour 1: Larry talks to Sally Pipes of the Pacific Research Institute about opioids and the legal 
battle of Johnson & Johnson

8/15 - Hour 1: Congressman Steve King has found himself under the microscope once again, this 
time for his abortion remarks on rape and incest. Larry fills you in on the controversy while 
assessing whether or not these attacks are fair



Section II. Responsive Programs
The Station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues. 
Programming dealing with each issue is set out below.

C. GALLAGHER

7/31 Hour 1 - Eric Trump joins Mike to discuss the Democratic debate. Plus, Andy Mangione

8/5  Hour 1 and 2 - Mike calls for grace after two mass shootings in America killed 29 people
The President speaks from the White House on the two mass shootings

9/9 Hour 1 - The President canceled a meeting with the Taliban over peace talks in Afghanistan



Section II. Responsive Programs
The Station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues. 
Programming dealing with each issue is set out below.

D. PRAGER

9/25 Hour 1 - The President releases the transcript of his call with the President of Ukraine. Seems 
like a perfectly appropriate call. But Democrats see it as proof of… hmm… not exactly sure. But 
whatever it is, it’s worthy of impeachment.

9/13  Hour 1 - Dennis analyzes the latest debate — one more left-fest. All the candidates talk about 
the “existential threat”posed by global warming. If they really believed what they were saying, why 
does any other issue matter? 

8/15 Hour 3 - Dennis talks to Douglas Carswell, former member of the British Parliament. His new 
book is Progress Vs Parasites: A Brief History of the Conflict that's Shaped our World.
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